


MEN 
READY TO WEAR
MENSWEAR



SWEATER WITH INTARSIA LOGO

Crew neck sweater in virgin wool with an iconic 
accent: a horizontal stripe with an indented 
"Giorgio Armani" signature in a contrasting 
colour.

STYLE CODE: 3KSMA7-SMA6Z-UBUV 
MRP: 63,000
NOW AT : 44,100



SWEATER WITH INTARSIA LOGO

Crew neck sweater in virgin wool with an iconic 
accent: a horizontal stripe with an indented 
"Giorgio Armani" signature in a contrasting 
colour.

STYLE CODE: 3KSMA7-SMA6Z-U8EL 
MRP: 63,000
NOW AT : 44,100



PLAID, VIRGIN-WOOL AVIO SWEATER

This classic crewneck is enhanced by a cable knit 
that creates a plaid look. Made from plain-knit 
virgin wool, it features a rounded neckline and 
ribbed trim.

STYLE CODE: 3KSMB3-SMB2Z-U9RH 
MRP: 63,000
NOW AT : 44,100



SWEATSHIRT

This jersey sweater is enhanced with 
embroidered detailing and signature logo. In a 
solid colour, this style is completed with a round 
collar and long sleeves.

STYLE CODE: 3KSM73-SJJQZ-UBWF 
MRP: 85,000
NOW AT : 59,500



SWEATSHIRT WITH DEERSKIN GA LOGO

The style is made from double stretch jersey 
accented with a maxi GA logo in tone-on-tone 
deerskin. A crew neck and elasticated trim 
complete the look.

STYLE CODE: 3KSM79-SJSUZ-UC99 
MRP: 77,000
NOW AT : 53,900



MIDNIGHT BLUE T-SHIRT WITH LOGO

A T-shirt with a casual spirit accented with a 
central GA logo. The style, made in viscose jersey 
has a round collar. Short sleeves complete the 
design.

STYLE CODE: 3KSM66-SJSVZ-UBWZ 
MRP: 58,000
NOW AT : 40,600



T-SHIRT WITH CHENILLE LOGO

A T-shirt perfect for those looking for strong 
character made in viscose jersey and 
characterised by a central maxi logo in 
contrasting chenille. Short sleeves and a round 
neckline complete the style.

STYLE CODE: 3KSM66-SJSVZ-U090 
MRP: 58,000
NOW AT : 40,600



T-SHIRT WITH CHENILLE EMBROIDERY

T-shirt made from stockinette stitch viscose jersey 
personalised with a contrasting Signature logo in 
chenille on the chest.

STYLE CODE: 3KSM83-SJZIZ-UBWF
MRP: 53,000
NOW AT : 37,100



T-SHIRT WITH CHENILLE EMBROIDERY

T-shirt made from stockinette stitch viscose jersey 
personalised with a contrasting Signature logo in 
chenille on the chest.

STYLE CODE: 3KSM83-SJZIZ-U5XE 
MRP: 53,000
NOW AT : 37,100



VISCOSE MIDNIGHT BLUE T-SHIRT WITH AN 
EMBROIDERED LOGO

A T-shirt with a casual spirit accented with refined 
details. The style, made in viscose jersey, is 
personalised with an embroidered logo on the 
chest and two-tone stripes on the neckline. Short 
sleeves complete the design.

STYLE CODE: 3KSM70-SJKLZ-UBWF 
MRP: 45,000
NOW AT : 31,500



INTERLOCK T-SHIRT WITH EMBROIDERED 
LOGO IN BLACK

An exclusive T-shirt made from cotton interlock 
featuring a tufted logo and a chain-stitched 
signature on the chest. The style features a 
contrasting collar with a striped bottom and short 
sleeves.

STYLE CODE: 3KSM72-SJRQZ-UC99 
MRP: 45,000
NOW AT : 31,500



INTERLOCK T-SHIRT WITH EMBROIDERED 
LOGO IN NAVY BLUE

An exclusive T-shirt made from cotton interlock 
featuring a tufted logo and a chain-stitched 
signature on the chest. The style features a 
contrasting collar with a striped bottom and short 
sleeves.

STYLE CODE: 3KSM72-SJRQZ-UBSG 
MRP: 45,000
NOW AT : 31,500



INTERLOCK T-SHIRT WITH EMBROIDERED 
LOGO IN WHITE

An exclusive T-shirt made from cotton interlock 
featuring a tufted logo and a chain-stitched 
signature on the chest. The style features a 
contrasting collar with a striped bottom and short 
sleeves.

STYLE CODE: 3KSM72-SJRQZ-U090 
MRP: 45,000
NOW AT : 31,500



T-SHIRT IN JACQUARD JERSEY

A T-shirt in jacquard jersey featuring a patterned 
front and solid-colour back. Short sleeves and 
rounded neckline.

STYLE CODE: 3KST50-SJZTZ-FBSG 
MRP: 53,000
NOW AT : 37,100



DENIM T-SHIRT WITH AN ALL-OVER LOGO

Wear denim in a new way. The T-shirt is made in 
denim with an all-over jacquard logo and is 
completed by a rounded neckline and short 
sleeves.

STYLE CODE: 3KST61-SJL2Z-FBN8 
MRP: 53,000
NOW AT : 37,100



PIMA COTTON T-SHIRT WITH LOGO AND 
POCKET

T-shirt in Pima cotton jersey characterised by an 
embroidered GA logo in contrasting fabric and a 
patch pocket on the chest. Short sleeves and a 
round neckline complete the style.

STYLE CODE: 3KST59-SJMCZ-UBWF 
MRP: 35,000
NOW AT : 24,500



BLACK T-SHIRT WITH ALL-OVER LOGO PRINT

Signature T-shirt in stretch viscose jersey 
featuring an exclusive all-over GA print. The logo 
is made by small dashes in blended colours 
inspired by brushstrokes. A round neckline and 
short sleeves complete the style.

STYLE CODE: 3KST55-SJMIZ-PZA6 
MRP: 48,000
NOW AT : 33,600



MESH MIDNIGHT BLUE T-SHIRT WITH 
ROUND LOGO

Exclusive, technical-look mesh T-shirt featuring an 
applied tufted logo and Cornely chain-stitched 
signature on the front. Short sleeves and rounded 
neckline.

STYLE CODE: 3KSM74-SJFJZ-UBWZ 
MRP: 50,000
NOW AT : 35,000



LIGHT GRAY T-SHIRT

Signature T-shirt in stretch viscose jersey 
featuring a Giorgio Armani signature logo. A 
round neckline and short sleeves complete the 
style.

STYLE CODE: 3KST54-SJHIZ-PZA3
MRP: 53,000
NOW AT : 37,100



MIDNIGHT BLUE T-SHIRT

Signature T-shirt in stretch viscose jersey 
featuring a Giorgio Armani signature logo. A 
round neckline and short sleeves complete the 
style.

STYLE CODE: 3KST54-SJHIZ-PZA2
MRP: 53,000
NOW AT : 37,100



STRETCH VISCOSE BAMBOO JERSEY T-SHIRT 
WITH GA EMBROIDERY

A timeless basic garment, symbolic of Giorgio 
Armani’s simple elegance. T-shirt made in stretch 
viscose jersey with a crew neck, tone-on-tone GA 
logo embroidered on the chest and collar with 
borders turned back and lapped.

STYLE CODE: 3GST52-SJP4Z-UBSG
MRP: 30,000
NOW AT : 21,000



STRETCH VISCOSE BAMBOO JERSEY T-SHIRT 
WITH GA EMBROIDERY

A timeless basic garment, symbolic of Giorgio 
Armani’s simple elegance. Made in stretch viscose 
jersey with a crew neck and GA logo embroidered 
on the chest.

STYLE CODE: 3GST52-SJP4Z-U7HK  
MRP: 30,000
NOW AT : 21,000



STRETCH VISCOSE BAMBOO JERSEY T-SHIRT 
WITH GA EMBROIDERY

A timeless basic garment, symbolic of Giorgio 
Armani’s simple elegance. Made in stretch viscose 
jersey with a crew neck and GA logo embroidered 
on the chest.

STYLE CODE: 3GST52-SJP4Z-U090
MRP: 30,000
NOW AT : 21,000



MERCERISED VISCOSE JERSEY T-SHIRT WITH 
A SIGNATURE PRINT

The T-shirt acquires new character: more 
sophisticated and special. Made from mercerised 
viscose jersey, this item features an exclusive 
Giorgio Armani print.

STYLE CODE: 6GST56-SJP4Z-UC99  
MRP: 30,000
NOW AT : 21,000



PIMA COTTON T-SHIRT WITH SIGNATURE 
PRINT

This jersey T-shirt is made from Pima cotton, 
famed for its softness and durability, and is 
symbolic of Armani’s simple elegance. A front 
water-based signature print, rounded neckline 
and short sleeves complete the look.

STYLE CODE: 3HSM75-SJMCZ-UC99  
MRP: 28,000
NOW AT : 19,600



POLO SHIRT IN MIDNIGHT BLUE

STYLE CODE: 3KSF73-SJXDZ-UBUV  
MRP: 54,000
NOW AT : 37,800

A jersey polo shirt in midnight, blue made of 
cotton is accented with embroidered detailing  
logo on the chest. A zipper closure on the neck 
and short sleeves complete the style.



POLO SHIRT IN WHITE

STYLE CODE: 3KSF73-SJXDZ-U090  
MRP: 54,000
NOW AT : 37,800

A jersey polo shirt in white, made of cotton is 
accented with embroidered detailing  logo on the 
chest. A zipper closure on the neck and short 
sleeves complete the style.



PIQUÉ POLO SHIRT WITH ALL-OVER PRINT

STYLE CODE: 3KSF72-SJZGZ-F84G  
MRP: 45,000
NOW AT : 31,500

This minimalist polo shirt is enhanced by a 
unique, all-over op-art print with contrasting 
logo. Made from cotton piqué, it is defined by a 
front buttons, a small collar and short sleeves.



STRETCH JERSEY POLO SHIRT WITH LOGO

STYLE CODE: 3KSF70-SJKLZ-UBWF  
MRP: 50,000
NOW AT : 35,000

The essential design of the polo is accented with 
a two-tone embroidered logo on the chest. The 
midnight blue polo is made in stretch viscose 
jersey and is characterised by a two-tone striped 
collar, central buttons and short sleeves.



STRETCH JERSEY POLO SHIRT WITH LOGO

STYLE CODE: 3KSF70-SJKLZ-U090  
MRP: 50,000
NOW AT : 35,000

The essential design of the polo is accented with 
a two-tone embroidered logo on the chest. The 
white polo is made in stretch viscose jersey and is 
characterised by a two-tone striped collar, central 
buttons and short sleeves.



REGULAR-FIT SHIRT IN LOGO-PRINT JERSEY

Regular-fit cotton jersey shirt with an exclusive 
logo print. The style features a small collar with 
customised stays, a back yoke, French seams and 
mother-of-pearl buttons

STYLE CODE: 8WGCCZ98-JZ827-FBWF   
MRP: 71,000
NOW AT : 49,700



REGULAR-FIT SHIRT IN LOGO JACQUARD

Regular-fit shirt in an all-over logo jacquard 
fabric. This garment features an iconic guru collar, 
mother-of-pearl buttons and back darted yoke.

STYLE CODE: 9SGCCZ13-TZ896-FBWF  
MRP: 50,000
NOW AT : 35,000



REGULAR FIT SEERSUCKER AZURE SHIRT

Regular fit shirt made of the brand’s hallmark 
seersucker fabric. The style features a small collar 
with customised stays, a back yoke, French seams 
and mother-of-pearl buttons.

STYLE CODE: 8WGCCZ98-TZ272-U9U5   
MRP: 50,000
NOW AT : 35,000



REGULAR FIT SEERSUCKER WHITE SHIRT

Regular fit shirt made of the brand’s hallmark 
seersucker fabric. The style features a small collar 
with customised stays, a back yoke, French seams 
and mother-of-pearl buttons.

STYLE CODE: 8WGCCZ98-TZ272-U0BN   
MRP: 50,000
NOW AT : 29,400



REGULAR-FIT SHIRT IN PURE COTTON TWILL

This elegant and sophisticated shirt is a wardrobe 
classic. Regular-fit, pure cotton twill shirt. The 
garment has a small collar with high stand and 
concealed snap fasteners, back yoke, French 
seams and mother-of-pearl buttons

STYLE CODE: 8WGCCZMN-TZ064-UA30   
MRP: 34,000
NOW AT : 23,800



CLASSIC SHIRT IN PURPLE

This plain weave two-toned shirt made of pure 
cotton is a classic. The garment has a classic 
neckline with long sleeves and buttoned cuffs. 

STYLE CODE: 8WGCCZ97-TZ862-FA81  
MRP: 47,000
NOW AT : 32,900



DENIM BOMBER WITH ALL-OVER LOGO

The bomber, in Giorgio Armani style, is made of 
denim with an all-over jacquard logo. The style 
features a zip closure, side pockets and 
elasticated trim.

STYLE CODE: 3KSB61-SD0BZ-FBM6  
MRP: 1,78,000
NOW AT : 1,24,600



UPTON LINE JACKET IN CORDED VELVET

Regular fit, completely deconstructed. Single-
breasted style with two buttons, made from 
corded-effect velvet. Flap pockets, lining and a 
two-buttoned placket complete the style.

STYLE CODE: 1SGGG0LT-T02I0-FBRY  
MRP: 1,99,500
NOW AT : 1,39,650



REGULAR-FIT CUPRO JACKET FROM THE 
UPTON LINE

Regular fit, completely deconstructed: these 
characteristics give this jacket the iconic flowing 
lines. This single-breasted jacket is made from 
basketweave Cupro fabric and has flap patch 
pockets and classic lapels.

STYLE CODE: 1SGGG0MV-T00AB-U5XE  
MRP: 1,80,000
NOW AT : 1,26,000



SINGLE-BREASTED JACKET IN EMBOSSED 
TECHNICAL FABRIC

This two-buttoned, single-breasted jacket is made 
from pinstriped fabric. The fabric gives the 
garment a modern casual appearance.

STYLE CODE: 9SGGG06L-T02EQ-FBWF  
MRP: 1,79,500
NOW AT : 1,25,650



DOUBLE-BREASTED JACKET IN STRIPED LINEN

A jacket made of two-tone baiadera striped linen. 
The style features a collar with short lapels, patch 
pockets and double-breasted buttoning. A rear 
vent completes the look. Unlined..

STYLE CODE: 1SGGG0LV-T02HA-PZ01  
MRP: 1,96,000
NOW AT : 1,37,200



REGULAR-FIT, COLD-DYED LINEN JACKET 
FROM THE UPTON LINE

Regular fit, completely deconstructed: these 
characteristics give this jacket the iconic flowing 
lines. Made from cold-dyed linen, this single-
breasted jacket features two buttons. Flap pockets, 
lining and a two-buttoned placket complete the 
style.

STYLE CODE: 1SGGG0LT-T02ID-U89E  
MRP: 1,90,000
NOW AT : 1,33,000



PLEATED, WASHED CUPRO TROUSERS

A casual pair of midnight blue trousers with 
contrasting piping that lends a fresh, relaxed 
attitude to your look. The style, accented with 
contrasting piping, is made from a washed cupro
basketweave and comes with a zip and button 
closure

STYLE CODE: 1SGPP0HT-T00AB-UBWF  
MRP: 1,06,000
NOW AT : 74,200



SEERSUCKER DRAWSTRING TROUSERS

A casual pair of trousers that lends a fresh, 
relaxed attitude to your look. This wool 
seersucker style features a button and zip 
fastening, front pleats, pockets and drawstring 
waist with colour-matched tie.

STYLE CODE: 1SGPP0I1-T004N-UBWF  
MRP: 82,000
NOW AT : 57,400



JOGGERS IN DOUBLE FABRIC

These trousers are characterised by an in-style 
sportswear attitude heightened by Giorgio 
Armani quality. The style features an elasticated 
drawstring waistband, monochromatic logo on 
the front and elasticated ankle cuffs.

STYLE CODE: 3KSP71-SJPHZ-UC99  
MRP: 84,000
NOW AT : 58,800



JOGGERS IN DOUBLE FABRIC

These trousers are characterised by an in-style 
sportswear attitude heightened by Giorgio 
Armani quality. The style features an elasticated 
drawstring waistband, monochromatic logo on 
the front and elasticated ankle cuffs.

STYLE CODE: 3KSP71-SJPHZ-UC99  
MRP: 84,000
NOW AT : 58,800



BLACK CASUAL PANTS

These casual pants in a basic solid colour are 
high-waisted with a button, zip and four pockets. 
The style features monochromatic logo badge on 
the waist.

STYLE CODE: 3KSP64-SN67Z-UC99  
MRP: 53,000
NOW AT : 37,100



REGULAR-FIT TROUSERS IN WASHED 
OTTOMAN

The midnight blue trousers are made from a 
washed wool-blend ottoman. The style features a 
regular fit with a crease towards the side, a zip-
and-button closure, belt loops, side inseam 
pockets and back double-welt pockets

STYLE CODE: 0SGPP0BE-T003N-UBWF  
MRP: 82,000
NOW AT : 57,400



REGULAR-FIT, VIRGIN-WOOL TROUSERS

These black trousers are made from virgin wool. 
They feature a regular fit, zip-and-button closure, 
belt loops, side inseam pockets and back 
buttoned, double-welt pockets.

STYLE CODE: 8WGPP01D-T01Z6-UBVN  
MRP: 71,000
NOW AT : 49,700



SLIM-FIT, STRETCH DENIM JEANS WITH 
COORDINATING SUNGLASSES

An iconic slim fit design, a classic wardrobe 
staple. These stretch cotton jeans feature a zip 
and button closure, rounded Western side 
pockets and back flap pockets. Coordinated 
sunglasses included.

STYLE CODE: 3KSJ20-SD0XZ-UBUL  
MRP: 1,15,000
NOW AT : 80,500



REGULAR JEANS

An a classic wardrobe staple, these cotton jeans 
in midnight blue are perfect for summer. These 
stretch cotton jeans feature a zip and button 
closure with multipockets.

STYLE CODE: 3KSJ15-SN69Z-UBUV  
MRP: 50,000
NOW AT : 35,000



REGULAR JEANS

An a classic wardrobe staple, these cotton jeans 
in beige are perfect for summer. These stretch 
cotton jeans feature a zip and button closure with 
multipockets.

STYLE CODE: 3KSJ15-SN69Z-U6H6  
MRP: 50,000
NOW AT : 35,000



REGULAR-FIT JEANS IN STRETCH DENIM

With their regular fit and iconic style, these 
trousers are an evergreen piece for every 
wardrobe. These stretch cotton jeans feature a 
zip and button closure, rounded Western side 
pockets and back flap pockets.

STYLE CODE: 3KSJ15-SD0AZ-UBT0  
MRP: 47,000
NOW AT : 32,900



REGULAR-FIT JEANS IN STRETCH DENIM

With their regular fit and iconic style, these 
trousers are an evergreen piece for every 
wardrobe. These stretch cotton jeans feature a 
zip and button closure, rounded Western side 
pockets and back flap pockets.

STYLE CODE: 3KSJ15-SD0AZ-U8XA  
MRP: 47,000
NOW AT : 32,900



MEN 
READY TO WEAR

WOMENSWEAR



JERSEY JUMPER WITH TWO-TONED 
JACQUARD MOTIF

Knit top in elasticated jersey with a jacquard 
weave that creates a geometric design in relief. 
The style features a V-neck, short sleeves and 
trim

STYLE CODE: 3KAM73-AJLAZ-FC99  
MRP: 55,000
NOW AT : 33,000



JERSEY JUMPER WITH TWO-TONED 
JACQUARD MOTIF

Light green knit top in elasticated jersey with a 
jacquard weave that creates a geometric design 
in relief. The style features a V-neck, short sleeves 
and trim

STYLE CODE: 3KAM73-AJLAZ-F0BN
MRP: 55,000
NOW AT : 33,000



KNIT TOP IN RELIEF JACQUARD

Knit top in elasticated jersey with a jacquard 
weave that creates a geometric design in relief. 
The style features a low round neckline, long 
sleeves and profiled hems.

STYLE CODE: 3KAM72-AJFZZ-UC99
MRP: 65,000
NOW AT : 39,000



KNIT TOP IN RELIEF JACQUARD

Knit top in elasticated jersey with a jacquard 
weave that creates a geometric design in relief. 
The style features a low round neckline, long 
sleeves and profiled hems.

STYLE CODE: 3KAM72-AJFZZ-U9Q3
MRP: 65,000
NOW AT : 39,000



BLOUSE IN WASHED CUPRO

A blouse featuring a free, loose fit, a hallmark of 
Giorgio Armani aesthetics. The front features 
refined asymmetrical buttoning that closes the 
stand collar. Puffs at the wrist complete the piece 
with a feminine touch.

STYLE CODE: 3KAM71-AJFNZ-UBJ0
MRP: 99,000
NOW AT : 59,400



GATHERED JUMPER

This stretch viscose-jersey jumper features a 
sensual gathered neckline. Short sleeves and a V-
neck complete the style.

STYLE CODE: 3KAM70-AJZWZ-UC99
MRP: 65,000
NOW AT : 39,000



SWEATER WITH PANTHER DESIGN

A piqué-knit sweater embellished by a jacquard 
ottoman panther design depicted in a contrasting 
yarn. It features an asymmetric hem, crew neck, 
side slits and ribbed edges.

STYLE CODE: 3KAM06-AM28Z-F9R8
MRP: 1,20,000
NOW AT : 72,000



OTTOMAN JACKET

A jacket characterised by asymmetrical buttons 
and made from a viscose interlock with an 
emblematic ottoman design. The style features 
monochromatic satin trimming and small round 
press studs.

STYLE CODE: 3KAG70-AJFMZ-UC99
MRP: 1,30,000
NOW AT : 78,000



GEOMETRIC JACQUARD JACKET

A feminine style characterised by a tapered fit. 
The jacket is crafted in a two-tone geometric 
jacquard with an ottoman base and features a 
side closure with rectangular snap fasteners.

STYLE CODE: 3KAG56-AJWIZ-PZB0
MRP: 1,80,000
NOW AT : 1,08,000



STRETCH WOOL-BARATHEA TROUSERS

Minimalist and refined, these trousers are an 
essential must-have style for your wardrobe. The 
trousers in a plain weave stretch wool are 
characterised by a regular fit, belt loops at the 
waist, two side pockets, one back pocket and cuffs

STYLE CODE: 1SHPP0G8-T02FH-UBNS
MRP: 90,000
NOW AT : 54,000



WIDE-LEGGED BARATHEA TROUSERS

Minimalist and refined, these trousers are an 
essential must-have style for your wardrobe. 
Made from barathea, this garment is defined by a 
loose fit, belt loops and two side and back pockets

STYLE CODE: 1SHPP0G8-T01QW-UC99
MRP: 85,000
NOW AT : 51,000



STRETCH WOOL-BARATHEA TROUSERS

Minimalist and refined, these trousers are an 
essential must-have style for your wardrobe. The 
trousers in a plain weave stretch wool are 
characterised by a regular fit, belt loops at the 
waist, two side pockets, one back pocket and cuffs.

STYLE CODE: 1SHPP0G8-T01QW-U9W6
MRP: 85,000
NOW AT : 51,000



RUCHED DRESS IN MATTE INTERLOCK

A dress made of matte interlock viscose that 
gently flows over the body. The bust features a 
series of folds, creating a ruched motif that 
continues on the shoulders. The back is accented 
with a wide, central pleat.

STYLE CODE: 3KAA71-AJZWZ-U92X
MRP: 1,25,000
NOW AT : 75,000



WOMEN’S LONG FLORAL SKIRT

A long azure skirt with a floral print. It comes with 
a zipper closure and fully lined.

STYLE CODE: 1SHNN04M-T02AM-F9LR  
MRP: 1,55,000
NOW AT : 93,000



WOMEN’S FORMAL JACKET

A satin single-breasted formal jacket with front 
closure in a light green colour.

STYLE CODE: 1SHGG0KR-T029C-U7HK  
MRP: 2,99,500
NOW AT : 1,79,700



SINGLE-BREASTED JACKET WITH GRAPHIC 
PATTERN

STYLE CODE: 1SHGG0KP-T02A5-F8EU
MRP: 2,35,000
NOW AT : 1,41,000

Stylish and feminine, the jacket features small, 
contrasting decorative lines, making it a true 
example of wearable elegance and luxury. This 
single-breasted garment features a single, unique 
button, classic lapels, flap pockets and solid-
coloured satin lining.



MEN 
READY TO WEAR

WOMEN’S 
ACCESSORIES



FLORAL SILK STOLE

Double layered silk azure stole with elegant floral 
motif. Brand’s signature on the trim.

STYLE CODE: 795214-1P128-00530  
MRP: 52,000
NOW AT : 31,200



SMALL HAND-FINISHED CALFSKIN LA PRIMA 
BAG IN AZURE

A style defined by rounded lines and softened 
pleated borders made in hand-finished calfskin 
with a hidden front snap fastener closure. Suede-
effect microfibre lining. Removable charm and 
shoulder strap included.

STYLE CODE: Y1A228-YTF4A-80255  
MRP: 1,99,500
NOW AT : 1,19,700



SMALL HAND-FINISHED CALFSKIN LA PRIMA 
BAG IN TAUPE

A style defined by rounded lines and softened 
pleated borders made in hand-finished calfskin 
with a hidden front snap fastener closure. Suede-
effect micro fibre lining. Removable charm and 
shoulder strap included.

STYLE CODE: Y1A228-YTF4A-80100  
MRP: 1,99,500
NOW AT : 1,19,700



MEN 
READY TO WEAR

MEN’S 
ACCESSORIES



SILK AND COTTON PLEATED STOLE

A pleated silk and cotton stole featuring a 
contrasting logo and Giorgio Armani signature.

STYLE CODE: 745214-1P114-00334  
MRP: 30,000
NOW AT : 21,000

.



PRINTED SILK AND MODAL STOLE

A modal and silk stole featuring diagonal stripes 
and a lettering print that spells out Giorgio.

STYLE CODE: 745212-1P112-01983  
MRP: 42,000
NOW AT : 29,400

.



PRINTED SILK AND MODAL STOLE IN AVIO

A modal and silk stole featuring diagonal stripes 
and a lettering print that spells out Giorgio.

STYLE CODE: 745212-1P112-00532  
MRP: 42,000
NOW AT : 29,400

.



CAP

A reversible leather belt with one pebbled side 
and one smooth side. The style features a classic 
rectangular metal buckle and loop.

STYLE CODE: 747380-1P521-03135  
MRP: 35,000
NOW AT : 24,500



REVERSIBLE BELT IN SMOOTH AND PEBBLED 
LEATHER

A reversible leather belt with one pebbled side 
and one smooth side. The style features a classic 
rectangular metal buckle and loop.

STYLE CODE: Y2S264-YSR3X-88556  
MRP: 32,000
NOW AT : 24,500

A reversible leather belt with one pebbled side and one smooth side. The style features a classic rectangular metal buckle and loop.



REVERSIBLE BELT IN SMOOTH AND 
EMBOSSED LEATHER

A reversible leather belt with an embossed side 
and smooth side. The style features a classic 
rectangular metal buckle and loop.

STYLE CODE: Y2S221-YI92E-80001  
MRP: 36,000
NOW AT : 25,200



PRINTED PLONGE LEATHER BIFOLD WALLET

Printed plonge leather bifold wallet that features 
internal card slots and a central banknote 
compartment.

STYLE CODE: Y2R120-YVA7J-82004  
MRP: 48,000
NOW AT : 33,600



BIFOLD WALLET IN EMBOSSED LEATHER

A bifold wallet in embossed leather with card 
slots and a bank note compartment. The style is 
accented with a front metal logo.

STYLE CODE: Y2R120-YVA7J-80009  
MRP: 48,000
NOW AT : 33,600



SILK BOW TIE

Exquisite pure silk bow tie that ties at the front. 
Adjustable hook at the back.

STYLE CODE: 360031-8P998-00020  
MRP: 15,000
NOW AT : 11,900



PURE SILK POCKET SQUARE

The most important accessory of a man’s 
wardrobe is, of course, the pocket square. 
Achieve even more impeccable looks by choosing 
one made from exquisite materials, a detail that 
adds prestige to the accessory. 

STYLE CODE: 360023-8P998-00020 
MRP: 11,000
NOW AT : 7,700
Dimensions: 33 x 33 cm - 13 x 13 inches



PURE SILK POCKET SQUARE

The most important accessory of a man’s 
wardrobe is, of course, the pocket square. 
Achieve even more impeccable looks by choosing 
one made from exquisite materials, a detail that 
adds prestige to the accessory. 

STYLE CODE: 360023-8P998-00010 
MRP: 11,000
NOW AT : 7,700
Dimensions: 33 x 33 cm - 13 x 13 inches



SILK POCKET SQUARE WITH ALL-OVER LOGO

Pocket square in midnight blue pure silk featuring 
a tone-on-tone embroidered jacquard logo.

STYLE CODE360023-1P905-00036
MRP: 11,000
NOW AT : 7,700



POCKET SQUARE

STYLE CODE360023-1P905-00036
MRP: 11,000
NOW AT : 7,700



MEN 
READY TO WEAR

MEN’S 
FOOTWEAR



MESH SNEAKERS WITH LEATHER DETAILS

A shoe defined by flat and minimalist aesthetics 
crafted in mesh with leather detailing and a 
rubber sole. The style features a Comfort Strobel 
construction ensuring flexibility and comfort.

STYLE CODE: X2X147-XM842-K001
MRP: 65,000
NOW AT : 45,500



BLUE LEATHER SLIDES

Casual sliders in blue Nappa Leather with a round 
toe line. Leather lining and a rubber sole. The 
style is accented with a Giorgio Armani logo. 

STYLE CODE: X2P069-XD225-00908
MRP: 43,000
NOW AT : 30,100



LEATHER DRIVING SHOES

Polished calfskin loafers featuring a round metal 
buckle with a central logo on the saddle. The style 
features a classic rubber sole. 

STYLE CODE: X2B123-XF529-00002
MRP: 65,000
NOW AT : 45,500



LEATHER DRIVING SHOES

Polished calfskin loafers featuring a round metal 
buckle with a central logo on the saddle. The style 
features a classic rubber sole. 

STYLE CODE: X2B123-XF529-00021
MRP: 65,000
NOW AT : 45,500



PATENT-LEATHER OXFORDS

These patent-leather calfskin lace-ups are defined 
by an elongated silhouette. They feature 
sophisticated details, including colour-matched, 
rounded laces and decorative topstitching. 

STYLE CODE: X2C597-XC882-FK001
MRP: 73,000
NOW AT : 51,100



MEN 
READY TO WEAR

MEN’S 
JEWELLERY



925 SILVER CUFFLINKS WITH LOGO

Round cufflinks in 925 silver that features the GA 
logo on a striped black enamel background.

STYLE CODE: 53E810-1P810-00321   
MRP: 34,000
NOW AT : 23,800



925 SILVER CUFFLINKS WITH LOGO

Round cufflinks in 925 silver that features the GA 
logo on a striped blue enamel background.

STYLE CODE: 53E810-1P810-03135    
MRP: 34,000
NOW AT : 23,800




